Abstract-In order to provide scalable live streaming services, we propose an Interoverlay Optimization scheme, IOO. Instead of selecting better paths in the same overlay, IOO constructs efficient paths using peers in different overlays so as to 1) improve global resource utilization of peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming networks, 2) assign resources based on their locality and delay, 3) guarantee streaming service quality by using the nearest peers, even when such peers might belong to different overlays, and 4) balance the load among the group (streaming overlay) members. We compare the performance of IOO with existing approaches through trace-driven simulations. Results show that IOO outperforms previous schemes in terms of resource utilization and the quality of service (QoS) of streaming services. The IOO scheme has been implemented in an Internet-based live streaming system, called AnySee. AnySee was successfully released in the summer of 2004 in the China Educational Research Network (CERNET). More than 60,000 users enjoy massive entertainment programs, including TV programs, movies, and academic conferences videos.
INTRODUCTION
W ITH the improvement of network bandwidth, multimedia services based on streaming live media have gained much attention. Significant progress has been made on the efficient distribution of live streams in a real-time manner over a large population of spectators with good QoS [8] , [9] . Due to the practical issues of routers, IP multicast has not been widely deployed. Therefore, researchers have expended a lot of effort in building efficient overlay multicast schemes based on peer-to-peer (P2P) models, in which spectators behave as routers for other users. Scalable live streaming overlay constructions [5] have become a hot topic. Different from traditional distributed systems, streaming overlays focus on the following four metrics: start-up delay, the delay to display the first image for users, including the logical media dada transmission time and decoding preparing time; source-to-end delay, the delay to receive the first media data block directly or indirectly from the source; playback continuity, the number of segments that arrive before playback deadlines over the total number of the segments; and resource utilization, the ratio between the used bandwidth to the total bandwidth. These metrics have a direct bearing on the interactive usability of a live streaming system. Large delays would exhaust user patience and unplanned interruptions will spoil the entertainment value.
In order to improve the above metrics, previous studies [6] focused on intraoverlay optimizations, in which each node joins at most one overlay. With the help of localityaware strategies [7] and optimization schemes such as DONet in Coolstreaming [8] and Narada in End System Multicast (ESM) [9] , the QoS of live streaming P2Ps have significantly improved. Nevertheless, they still suffer from a long delay and unplanned interruptions, especially when a large number of peers join the network simultaneously. Fig. 1 shows an example of intraoverlay optimization with two logical streaming overlays. Peers A, B, C, and D join the stream originating at S 1 , and peers E, F, G, H, and K join the stream originating at S 2 . The number on each edge represents the cost of the link between two nodes. In traditional intraoverlay optimization schemes, two multicast trees are established as shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, respectively. There are two obvious drawbacks. First, such overlay construction is not globally optimal. Considering peer D in Fig. 1a , the cost of S 1 ! D is 8, whereas if path S 1 ! S 2 ! D is used, the cost is only 4. Second, the resource utilization of traditional approaches is relatively low and imbalanced. The resources of edge peers cannot be utilized to provide services for other peers. Most of the existing protocols are tree based. Consequently, all leaf nodes fail to contribute any bandwidth or CPU cycles to the multicast trees.
We propose an interoverlay optimization scheme, IOO, in which resources can join multiple overlays simultaneously so as to 1. improve the global resource utilization of a P2P live streaming network, 2. assign resources based on their locality and delay, 3. guarantee streaming service quality by using the nearest peers, even if such peers might belong to different overlays, and 4. balance the load among the group (streaming overlay) members to avoid the traffic bottlenecks.
After IOO optimization on the example shown in Fig. 1 , better overlays can be constructed as illustrated in Fig. 2 . For a distributed approach like IOO, however, to reach the above design goal without global network knowledge is not trivial. Several key issues, including efficient neighbor discovery, resource assignment, overlay construction, and optimization, must be addressed.
To prove the effectiveness of the IOO scheme, we conduct comprehensive trace-driven simulations based on topologies obtained from real P2P networks. Results show that the IOO scheme outperforms previous schemes in resource utilization and the streaming QoS. A public implementation, AnySee v1.1 [2] , was released in June 2004. It has been used to broadcast live streaming media, including TV programs, movies, and the 2004 International Conference on Grid and Cooperative Computing (GCC) held in Wuhan, China, to tens of thousands of end users in the China Education and Research Network (CERNET). During the last months (till March 2006), over 60,000 users from 40 universities and 20 cities in China have tested AnySee streaming services. The source-to-end delay, resource utilization, and the start-up delay were all quite encouraging.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 presents the interoverlay optimization and IOO. Section 4 describes our simulation methodology and performance analysis. We describe implementation experiences and show our observations and measurements on AnySee in Section 5. We conclude this work in Section 6.
RELATED WORK
Many efforts have been made in the field of P2P live streaming system design. The most important issue of such schemes is to design a streaming overlay with high service quality and good scalability. In general, there are three types of schemes for optimizing live streaming overlays: tree-based [12] , [13] , mesh-based [8] , [15] , [19] , and hybrid overlays [20] , [21] .
Tree-Based
Borrowing ideas from IP multicast, tree-based protocols are simple and easy to implement. The main target of the tree-based approach is to construct overlay spanning trees directly-that is, members explicitly select their parents from the members they know. There are two types of tree-based protocols: single-tree protocols such as ESM, Application Level Multicast Infrastructure (ALMI) [13] , NICE [17] , and ZIGZAG [16] , and multiple-tree protocols such as SplitStream [10] , Bullet [11] , and multiple description coding (MDC) [12] .
Single-tree protocols focus on building a scalable multicast spanning tree with high efficiency. In ESM, nodes are organized into an overlay tree over the existing IP network, and streaming data are distributed along the tree. The bandwidth requirement for a media server is shared among the peering nodes so as to reduce the burden of the media server. In ESM, the leaf nodes of a distribution tree only receive streaming media and do not contribute to the content distribution. ALMI [13] employs a topology-maintaining center to collect the topology information of trees. Any peer intending to join a group must first contact the center to get the corresponding group information and then choose one as its parent. NICE [17] and ZIGZAG [16] first organize peers into different logical layers. All peers belonging to the zeroth layer are divided into different clusters via their network locations. One leader is selected from a cluster in the layer i and automatically becomes the member of a cluster in the layer i þ 1. The source is the leader of the highest layer. Clearly, no leaf peer supports services for others. Considering that the "upstream" bandwidth of one peer on the Internet is limited in general, the resources, especially bandwidth, of some leaf peers in these systems are underutilized.
Multiple-tree protocols emphasize the overall resilience and the load balance of the entire streaming network. The main idea is to divide the video of one stream into several parts based on the "layer concept" in CoopNet or patching ideas [18] . The leaving or crash behavior of upper layer nodes, however, often causes buffer underflow. They also fail to provide backup services and waste spare resources.
Mesh-Based
In mesh-based protocols, peers accept media data from multiple "parents," as well as provide services for multiple "children," such as Coolstreaming [8] , PROMISE [15] , and GNUStream [19] . For example, PROMISE [15] , based on CollectCast, operates at the application level, but also infers and exploits properties including the topology and performance of the underlying network. CollectCast reflects the P2P philosophy of dynamically and opportunistically aggregating the limited capacity of peers to perform streaming tasks traditionally performed by media servers. The resource utilization of a mesh is higher than that of a tree. Meshes based on the Gossip protocol can find fresh peers in the single mesh with low management overhead but not in global P2P networks. Due to the random algorithm for neighbors' selection, the start-up delay cannot be guaranteed. Also, to decrease the impact from the autonomy of peers, a large buffer space, as used in Coolstreaming [8] , is often necessary.
Hybrid Overlays
Zhang et al. proposed a distributed hash table (DHT)-based P2P resource pool, the Self-Organized Metadata Overlay (SOMO) [20] , to manage global resources and optimize multiple Application Layer Multicast (ALM) sessions. The main idea is to structure all peers strictly [21] , ignoring the features of specific applications. The huge maintenance overhead, however, makes these approaches far from scalable. Indeed, even if we have global knowledge of a P2P network, finding an optimal assignment of resources is NP-hard.
Based on a completely distributed heuristic, our proposed IOO scheme selects streaming paths and uses backup links or peers as potential providers. Interoverlay optimization is employed to complement traditional intraoverlay strategies.
DESIGN OF SCHEME
To achieve good performance in P2P live streaming systems, the IOO scheme faces the following challenges:
1. to find paths with low delays, including source-toend delay and start-up delay, in a large-scale P2P network, 2. to maintain the service continuity and stability, decreasing the impact of flash crowd and churn caused by peers leaving and joining and network fluctuations, 3. to determine the frequency of optimization operations, and 4. to reduce the control overhead.
Overview
As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the basic workflow of the IOO scheme is as follows: First, an efficient mesh-based overlay is constructed. A location-detector-based algorithm is employed to match the overlay with the underlying physical topology [22] . Second, the single overlay manager, which is based on traditional intraoverlay optimization such as Narada [9] , DONet, or nearcast [26] , deals with the join/ leave operations of peers. Third, the interoverlay optimization manager explores appropriate paths, builds backup links, and cuts off paths with low QoS for each end peer. Fourth, the key node manager allocates the limited resources, and the buffer manager manages and schedules the transmission of media data.
Mesh-Based Overlay Manager
In IOO, all peers belonging to different streaming overlays will join one substrate, the mesh-based overlay first, to construct an under layer. In this layer, all peers can reach each other directly or indirectly. The function of the meshbased overlay manager is to provide information about the connections for the interoverlay optimizations. Every peer, with a unique identifier, first connects the bootstrapping peers and selects one or several peers to construct logical links. Every peer maintains a group of logical neighbors. The key issue here is to let the mesh-based overlay match with the underlying physical topology [23] . The mesh-based overlay manager, a key component of IOO, uses a scheme called the Location-aware Topology Matching (LTM) technique [22] to optimize the overlay, find the closest neighbors, and eliminate slow connections. There are two major operations: flooding-based detection with limited Time To Live (TTL) and updating logical connections.
In the first operation, each peer periodically floods a message, defined as dmðid; MS; T T L; bodyÞ, to its neighbors. The message dmðid; MS; T T L; bodyÞ means that the peer MS initiates a message with an ID value to peers at most T T L hops away. Since our purpose is to find the closest neighbors of peer MS, we define T T L ¼ 2. To detect the distance of peers, the message body has four parts: sourceIP (the IP address of the source peer), sourceTimestamp (the time stamp 1 when the source forwards the message), DirectIP (the IP address of one neighbor within one hop), and DirectTimestamp (the time stamp when the neighbor within one hop gets the message). Fig. 4 shows the 1 . The clocks of all peers are synchronized based on the Network Time Protocol (NTP). The current implementation of NTP version 4.1.1 in a public domain can reach a synchronization accuracy down to 7.5 ms [24] . road map of one message from MS. Obviously, a message is broadcast to direct neighbors and two-hop-away neighbors.
In the second step, logical links are updated. With the help of the time stamps on peers, peer P 1 compares the distance between two paths, MS ! P 1, MS ! N1, and N1 ! P 1. If the former length is smaller, the link N1 ! P 1 will be cut off, and the direct path between MS and P 1 is established. All peers do the same operations as those of peer MS. After several operations, the peers would connect with their close neighbors [22] .
Single Overlay Manager
The single overlay manager is responsible for peers leaving and joining operations based on the under layer, the meshbased overlay. Before interoverlay optimization, one peer joins one streaming overlay and receives media contents from multiple providers or a single provider according to intraoverlay optimization schemes. Here, we apply one scheme, named the "locality-aware" tree-based overlay construction scheme [26] , to build an optimized single overlay.
Generally, each peer maintains one active streaming path set and one backup streaming path set. Initially, all streaming paths are managed by the single overlay manager.
Specifically, when a peer P is subscribing the media data from media source MS, MS will return the streaming rate rateðMSÞ of the media program to peer P . Then, P maintains 1) an active streaming path set with threshold size a ðP ; MSÞ and 2) a backup streaming path set with threshold size b ðP ; MSÞ. For the ith streaming path SP i from MS to P , it has two parameters: delayðSP i; MS; P Þ is the source-to-end delay from source MS to peer P on the path SP i . When a media block is delivered from the media source to P on the path SP i , the single overlay manager records the time stamp and stores it into the media block's header. Upon receiving the media block with the initial time stamp, P computes the difference of the initial time stamp and the arriving time stamp. The little difference is the value of delayðSP i; MS; P Þ, and rateðSP i; MS; P Þ is the streaming rate in the last hop of the path. Clearly, we have
In (1), the parameter q means that how many times the total downloading bandwidth from the backup streaming path set is bigger than that from the active streaming path set. Let DðMSÞ denote the threshold for the delay, which is related to the requested quality of the streaming service only. The higher the requested quality of streaming service, the less the threshold of delay will be. In this design, a new attribute called LastDelay is introduced, which is the minimal of all source-to-end delays from the current node to the streaming source on different paths. We have
With LastDelay, each path to the media source can be measured. Peers can evaluate the QoS of streaming paths and adjust the directed neighbors according to LastDelay. 
In (3), the parameter D i;j denotes the source-to-end delay on the streaming path j of neighbor i, D i denotes the direct delay to the neighbor i, DS y ðxÞ is the delay matrix of all neighbors' streaming paths. DSðy Â xÞ is the delay matrix of all potential streaming paths. From y Â x streaming paths, we can choose a ðP ; MSÞ active streaming paths and b ðP ; MSÞ backup streaming paths.
Interoverlay Optimization Manager
When the number of backup streaming paths is less than a threshold, IOO is conducted to find appropriate streaming paths in the global P2P network with the help of the meshbased overlay. When one active streaming path is cut off, a new streaming path is selected from the backup set. We also design a probing message named ProbM as shown in Fig. 5 . This message includes two major parts: 1) initial information, including Seq.: sequence number, Peer_0: initial peer ID, Timestamp0: message issuance time, Source: media source ID of the initial peer, LastDelay, current value of LastDelay, and T T L: current value of TTL; 2) an array with the size of TTL to record the peer ID and the arriving time stamp of the message. Considering that 95 percent of peers in the Gnutella system could be reached within seven hops by pure flooding [23] , the maximal TTL is set to 7.
The interoverlay optimization manager mainly has two tasks, backup streaming path set management and active streaming path set management.
Management of the Backup Streaming Path Set
The major operation in this component is a probing procedure, called the reverse tracing algorithm. This algorithm starts when the size of the backup set is less than b ðP ; MSÞ. Peer_0 sends out a ProbM message to j of its random neighbors with the recording array empty. Each receiver records the message arrival time and its ID into the message body of the received message, as shown in Fig. 5 . The receiver will stop forwarding the message if 1) it finds that the delay from the initial peer Peer_0 to this peer is greater than LastDelay or 2) the receiver is the source of this streaming service. Otherwise, the message would be forwarded to j of its random neighbors.
With the help of the reverse tracing algorithm, the media source is able to analyze the arrived messages with ID (Seq.) periodically and explore the best path from the source to the message issuance peer. Informed by the source, the peer then constructs an overlay path accordingly. Fig. 6 shows an example of the reverse tracing algorithm based on the overlay shown in Fig. 1 , when j ¼ 3 and j ¼ 2, respectively. In this figure, all delays are replaced with the cost of two peers. Peer D sends out a message, and the possible routes of the message are shown. Some routes are cancelled due to a longer delay than LastDelay. Eventually, a good path S 1 ! S 2 ! D is found. Then, LastDelay is updated. As a large portion of ProbM messages are stopped during forwarding process, the overhead is acceptable.
A streaming path of Peer D is treated as invalid if 1) the source-to-end delay is larger than a given threshold DðMSÞ or 2) the direct parent of Peer D on the path leaves. In this design, we only disconnect the overlay link between the end peer to its parent node. There are two reasons: 1) the other connections on the path can be reserved to provide support for new incoming peers, and 2) frequent disconnections incur a lot of unnecessary traffic.
Management of the Active Streaming Path Set
There are three operations: maintaining the states of active streaming paths, cutting off invalid paths, and adding new active paths from a backup set. When the total bit rates from active streaming paths are lower than rate(MS), the manager will check whether a better path should be activated to replace the current one.
This manager has the following characteristics:
1. it employs a heuristic algorithm to optimize the system step by step, 2. probing procedures are originated from the normal peers, not the source peer, so that the control overhead can be distributed, 3. the number of forwarding neighbors, j, is chosen to balance the trade-off between the effectiveness and the overhead, and 4. the frequency of probing and optimization is dynamic. In IOO, the probing procedure is feedback-driven based on delay. Log data from AnySee, the prototype of IOO scheme to be discussed in Section 5.4, show that when peers are watching highly popular movies, they are willing to tolerate a larger delay. Hence, it is reasonable that different programs define different DðMSÞ.
Key Node Manager
Admission control is useful when there are too many requests. The goal of the key node manager is to determine the number of requests that a peer should have. Suppose that a peer has Q unused connection slots. All requests will be classified into W types according to the different popularities of the target media, and each falls into one of W queues. When we assign the Q slots to W queues, there are two interesting cases. First, some queues are assigned with more than one connection slot, which can be modeled as an M/M/m/K queuing model. Second, some queues only receive one connection, which follows an M/M/1/K queuing model [25] .
Our goal is given as follows: Suppose that the arriving rate of queue j is j , and all arriving rates satisfy 1 . . . j . . . W . Assume that the service rate to assign one connection slot is , and each connection processor can buffer k requests ðk u t 1Þ. If the probability that n requests follow the M/M/m/K queuing model is p n , we have
where ¼ m ; we also have
¼ 1: Thus, the average utilization of W spare connections of one peer can be given by
One connection processor can buffer k requests. Then, K ¼ mk. When the probability that n requests are following the M/M/1/K queuing model is p 0 n , we have
and ¼
. Then, the average utilization of Q spare connections of one peer can be given bỹ
and p 0 K is the failure probability of requests. Then, the target, resource utilization, can be expressed as
Here, Q i is the number of connection slots assigned to the request queue with ID i. The optimization problem in (9) can be divided into two parts. First, we enumerate all (W , 1)-partitions (W queues and each should be allocated at least 1 connection slot) of Q spare connections such that the best allocation can be found to maximize ðQ 1 ; Q 2 ; . . . Q W Þ. Second, for all H partitions of Q slots, we compute all H results of the average resource utilization and select the best partition. In the first phase, we can get H, the number of partitions of Q, by
From (10), the complexity of the first algorithm is OðQÞ. The second algorithm is to select the maximal one from H results with the complexity of OðC QÀ1 W À1 Þ ¼ OðQÞ. Overall, this optimization problem has a complexity of OðQÞ. Considering one normal peer with a 10-Mbps bandwidth and an average streaming rate of 300 Kbps, Q should be set less than 33.
Buffer Manager
This manager is responsible for receiving valid media data from multiple providers in the active streaming path set and keeping the media playback. IOO employs a similar heuristic as used in the Coolstreaming system to fetch expected media segments in a dynamic and heterogeneous network to meet two constraints: the playback deadline for each segment and the heterogeneous streaming bandwidth from partners. As Coolstreaming does not employ any interoverlay optimization, peers often fail to find the closest neighbors to provide services. Consequently, to keep the media playback continuously, a big buffer must be used in Coolstreaming. With the help of IOO, a small buffer space is enough, which also means a shorter start-up delay. For example, the average start-up delay of the AnySee system based on the IOO scheme is about 10 seconds.
SIMULATION
Before introducing the implementation of IOO in the real AnySee system, we evaluate this design with simulations so that we can contrast its performance with a recent live streaming system, Coolstreaming. We are mainly concerned with the metrics of Resource utilization and Continuity index.
Simulation Setup
We consider two types of topologies, physical topology and logical P2P topology. The physical topology should represent a real topology with Internet characteristics. The logical topology represents the overlay P2P topology built on top of the physical topology. All P2P nodes are in a subset of nodes in the physical topology.
We have developed a crawler to collect the topology information of the Gnutella network [1] . According to Gnutella, a ping message with TTL ¼ 2 and HOP ¼ 0 is regarded as a crawler ping, and peers, upon receiving a crawler ping, would respond with appropriate pong messages. Based on this mechanism, we explore the Gnutella topology by performing a breadth-first search on the network. From our experience and observations, we find that some clients such as Gnucleus and Morpheus (based on GnucDNA) do not respond to the crawler ping appropriately. Fortunately, those clients send an information page summarizing the servants' status to any Web browser trying to connect to it. Motivated by this, we also developed a Web spider as a means of collecting topology information from these clients and integrated the Web spider into the crawler, which accelerates the crawling process significantly. The crawler is written in Java based on Limewire's [3] open source client and runs in parallel using 40 threads. Our crawler can discover more than 50,000 peers within half an hour. In this simulation, we use three data sets, obtained from different time slots. For the physical topology, we use BRITE [4] , generating three topologies, each of which has 5,000 nodes.
The major parameters in our simulations are listed in Table 1 . In each run, peers randomly join one of S streaming overlays ðS ¼ 1; 4; 8; 12Þ. A peer has bandwidth BW, ranging from 1 to 10 Mbps, and maintains M neighbors. The size of an overlay is N (N< 500). Each stream is 1,800 seconds long, and the streaming rate is r, normally 300 Kbps. Based on the delay values from the trace, we set the bandwidths for peers. For simplicity, the threshold DðMSÞ is set to 25 seconds, which is estimated from the logs of our AnySee implementation. The adjustment factor p is set to 1, which means that we provide one backup streaming path for each active streaming path. 
Simulation Results
The first set of simulations is conducted in a static environment, in which peers do not leave after joining the overlays. For each simulation setup, we take 100 runs and report the average. Fig. 7 plots the continuity index against the streaming rate, where we contrast IOO with Coolstreaming. When the streaming rate is increased, the continuity of the IOO scheme is not changed much, whereas the continuity of Coolstreaming is degraded. There are two reasons. First, the IOO scheme can find neighbors from all peering nodes to request services, whereas Coolstreaming is only able to find suppliers from the same overlay. Second, the necessary buffer size of the IOO scheme is 40 seconds, whereas Coolstreaming often needs a 120-second buffer. Fig. 8 shows the scalability of IOO. We can see that the continuity improves with the increasing number of overlays. Our implementation results also show that the larger overlay size often leads to better QoS. In Fig. 8 , we also see that the IOO scheme outperforms Coolstreaming, even if they have the same number of overlays.
Figs. 9 and 10 contrast resource utilization. As seen in Fig. 9 , a larger number of overlays have a greater impact on the performance of the IOO scheme, but no obvious influence on that of Coolstreaming. In Fig. 10 , the resource utilization is improved with the increasing number of neighbors. Under the same condition, the performance of the IOO scheme is better than that of Coolstreaming. We then allow peers to leave and join freely. We define the lifetime of each peer in the overlay from 100 to 800 seconds. The peer average lifetime is exponentially distributed with an average of T seconds. We can see in Figs. 11 and 12 that a longer lifetime leads to better service quality and higher resource utilization. As our proposed IOO scheme has a backup path management design and the reverse tracing component keeps finding better paths dynamically, the IOO scheme always outperforms Coolstreaming. Fig. 13 . AnySee 2 is implemented with Java and is platform independent.
Architecture Overview
AnySee is comprised of four major components as illustrated in Fig. 14 . They are 1. a rendezvous point, 2. a media source, 3. a log server, and 4. peers. Each peer contains several important modules: an IP-tonetwork-coordinates database (INCD), which is prebuilt and integrated into the peer's software, for optimizing the underlying mesh-based overlay according to the group ID (GID) scheme; the topology manager, including the underlying mesh manager, tree manager, and interoverlay manager; a buffer manager; a media player, decoding streaming data; and a local HTTP/Real-Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) server, receiving media data from the buffer and sending them to the media player using HTTP or RTSP.
Normally, the bandwidths of the upstream and downstream for each peer in CERNET are 10 to 100 Mbps. One peer can provide streaming services for multiple ones in AnySee. In our log, we can see that each peer is often able to maintain five neighbors with the streaming rate from 300 to 550 Kbps, which means it joins five streaming overlays simultaneously.
Implementation Experiences
We discuss two interesting issues in the AnySee implementation, the GID-based scheme and locality-aware buffer management scheme, which are not included in IOO.
GID-Based Scheme
Low latency and high bandwidth are always desirable in streaming services. Due to the fact that all peers in AnySee are in the same CERNET so that the physical network map is known, the distance among pairs of peers can be easily computed by the IP addresses. Hence, AnySee requires each peer to maintain an INCD such that every peer has a position named. The GID value of an end host is a 128-bit integer encoded by the four-layer geometrical information corresponding to ISPs, cities, campuses, and buildings, respectively. With the help of the GID-based scheme, a peer can find closer peers to build connections instead of randomly selecting neighbors. Consequently, LTM (described in Section 3.2) needs less management resources than ever to build a mesh-based overlay.
Locality-Aware Buffer Management Scheme
In the IOO scheme, the buffer size is simply defined as 40 seconds. As the behavior of peers in the upper layers of a tree often have a larger impact on QoS than that of peers in the lower layers, AnySee employs a layer-aware buffer management mechanism. Each peer computes its appropriate buffer space size based on its layer number. In AnySee, the size of the buffer for peer A at the xth layer is given by
where T L A denotes the total link delay, T D A is the total transmission delay, and " is the average disconnection times of one connection. Suppose that the probability of a link or node failure is P b , and a peer needs t b time to explore a new parent, the shift delay, the average time to replace the removed parent with a new one, is t l ¼ P b Â t b , and the link delay T L A is the accumulation of all shift delays. Suppose that the transmission delay per hop is , and the total hops between the source peer and peer A is x, the total transmission delay of peer A is T D A ¼ Â x. If the path from the source peer to peer A is l S!A ¼ fl S!a1 ; l a1!a2 ; . . . ; l amÀ1!A g, the path has the following properties:
1. the source peer would persist all the time, and path l S!a 1 would not break, 2. peer A would also stay in the network, and path l a mÀ1 !A would exist, 3. the influence that multiple borders break down simultaneously is the accumulation of influence that multiple borders break down one by one, and 4. if peer a i leaves, a new peer would join the tree and replace the position of a i . The total link delay can be computed by
and
Thus, we have
Given the estimation of the above parameters in (13), the maximum buffer size to offset dynamic factors for A at the xth layer is computed based on the layer number x.
Performance
We select to show the log data from 13 August 2004 to 29 August 2004, during which period 7,200 users from 40 universities in 14 cities in China received streaming services from AnySee. We analyze the performance of the multiple multicast trees every 10 minutes. Fig. 15 plots the average height of AnySee trees against the tree size. The height increases when more peers join, but it is always less than 7 even when up to a thousand peers are included in one tree. Such a property significantly shortens the source-to-end delay, shown in Fig. 16 . We can see that the maximal value of the source-to-end delay increases with the incensement of the tree size, whereas the average delay is typically at the level of around 200 ms. Fig. 17 plots the start-up delay. This delay of most peers is less than 20 seconds. We have also implemented a simple prototype, getting media services from the Coolstreaming network, and we observe the start-up delays for 50 times. Mostly, the start-up delay of Coolstreaming is around 60 seconds.
Based on the results shown in Fig. 16 , we set to 200 ms and define t b ¼ 350, P b ¼ 0:4, and " ¼ 10. Fig. 18 shows the corresponding values of buffer sizes in different layers. The maximal number of layers is not exceeding 8. When the buffer sizes are set based on the values in Fig. 18 , AnySee is not influenced much by frequent peer joining and leaving. 
User Behaviors
Intuitively, if we know more about the user behaviors, we can better optimize the system. By analyzing the log data, we try to get many parameters, including the total number of peers, the average delay (source-to-end delay), and the leaving peer percentage in different "hot" periods.
Figs. 19, 20, and 21 show the maximum number of peers, the maximum percentage of leaving peers, and the average delay of three programs, a, b, and c, for one hour. The results show that the overlays with popular movies attract more users to join and stay but cause large delays. From the figures, we have the following interesting observations. First, a larger delay is not always the major reason that causes people to leave the service. For example, the leaving percentage of Program a is not the largest, whereas its average delay is the longest. Peers have more patience if the program is popular and attractive. Second, delays from 20 to 30 seconds will not be the killer for the live streaming services. Most people will stay in the overlay even if there is a 30-second delay from the source peer.
Based on the above observations, AnySee determines the optimization frequency according to the average delay together with the percentage of leaving peers. The parameter "optimization index," ADL, is given by ADL ¼ 100 Â leaving percent average delay :
Three ADLs from different periods are shown in Table 2 . In Table 2 , the average ADLs for the above programs are 0.5937, 0.5213, and 0.6215, respectively. AnySee uses a threshold on ADL to determine whether an optimization operation is needed.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Efficient and scalable live-streaming overlay construction is a hot topic. In this paper, we propose an interoverlayoptimization-based live streaming scheme, IOO. Instead of selecting better paths in the same overlay, IOO constructs efficient paths using peers in different overlays. We evaluate the performance of the IOO scheme by comprehensive simulations. Our experimental results show that the IOO scheme outperforms existing intraoverlay live streaming schemes. In future research, we will provide a reputation-based incentive mechanism encouraging users to contribute resources.
The practical AnySee system, a prototype of the IOO scheme, has been released for several months, and its client code is free to be downloaded in CERNET. To date, over 60,000 users benefit from AnySee to enjoy two international academic conferences, GCC '04 and 2004 IFIP International Conference on Network and Parallel Computing (NPC), and other massive entertainment programs. Logs from AnySee show that users have great patience for live streaming services with a relatively large delay if they have enough interest on the programs. We hope the AnySee system can serve more people and attain better quality in the future.
We are also building a large-scale P2P video-on-demand (VoD) service. We are going to observe more user behaviors to further improve the system performance. 
